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Welcome talks & Announcements
Plenary Talk
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Judith Burkart: Marmoset CooperaƟon: UlƟmate and proximate
perspecƟves.

10:30 – 11:00

Coīee Break

11:00 – 12:00

Session 1: Physical CogniƟon

11:00 – 11:15

Roxanne Berthel: African Grey Parrots do not show spontaneous relaƟonal matching

11:15 – 11:30

Theresa Rößler:
Tools for tools? InvesƟgaƟng sequĞŶƟĂl tool use in a non-habitually tool using parrot

11:30 – 11:45

Lisa-Claire Vanhooland:
Is there evidence for mirror self-recogniƟon in crows and ravens?

11:45 – 12:00

Magdalena van Buuren - Pelayo:
No evidence of mirror self-recogniƟon in keas and Goĸn’s cockatoos

12:00 – 12:30

Session 2: Personality

12:00 – 12:15

Bruno EsaƩore: How not to judge a …deer by its cover:
a preliminary study on the personality of the Red deer (Cervus elaphus) males

12:15 – 12:30

Marko Glogoški:
Sociability diīĞƌĞŶces between the two neighboring island popuůĂƟons of Podarcis siculus

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch at Mensa
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09:30 – 10:30

Poster Session A

13:30-14:30
14:30 – 15:00
14:30 – 14:45

Physical CogniƟon, Personality and CogniƟon, BioacousƟcs,
CogniƟon and Imaging
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Session 2: Personality (conƟnued)

Szilvia Fekete:
AssociaƟons between behavioral traits and disease prevalence in the family dog

14:45 – 15:00

Michaela Másílková: Cross-species comparison of personality structure in callitrichids based
on everyday behaviours

15:00 – 15:45

Session 3: BioacousƟcs

15:00 – 15:15

Fanni Lehoczki:
Mommy, where are you? Adult dogs’ sĞŶƐŝƟǀity to strange puppy separaƟon calls

15:15 – 15:30

Maël Leroux: DualĂƌƟĐƵlaƟon in the communicaƟon system of chimpanzees?

15:30 – 15:45

András Marx: The eīect of acouƐƟc structure of dog whines and the occurrence of non-linear
phenomena on humans' peƌĐĞƉƟon of emoƟonal state

Thursday, 6 th September ;ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞĚͿ
15:45 – 16:15

Coīee Break
Plenary Talk

16:15-17:15

Angela Stoeger: The gentlemen’s club - Vocal communicaƟon in male
African elephant

17:15 – 18:15

Roundtable Discussion 1

20:00 – 23:00

Conference Dinner at Heurigen Kierlinger

Friday, 7 th September
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Announcements
Plenary Talk
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09:00 – 09:30

5 th - 8 t h

09:30 – 10:30

Anna Kis: The oxytocin system as a modulator of human -directed social
behaviour in dogs

10:30 – 11:00

Coīee Break

11:00 – 11:45

Session 4: Human-Animal InteracƟons

11:00 – 11:15

Jim McGetrick:ƌƟĮcial CooperaƟon and Dog-Human InteracƟons

11:15 – 11:30

Katarína Buēková:
īĞĐt of Housing and Age at Pairing on Calves' Performance in Simple CognŝƟve Task

11:30 – 11:45

Andrea Temesi:
The eīects of animal care taking on human well-being and social judgements - a ĮĞůd study

11:45 – 12:30

Session 5: Social Behaviour

11:45 – 12:00

Yuri Kawaguchi:
Chimpanzees, but not bonobos, have viewing bias for infants of own species over adults

12:00 – 12:15

Julia Victoria Grabner: InformaƟon transmission in common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus):
do calls produced in predator or food contexts inŇuence the behavioural and physiological
state in naïve individuals?

12:15 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:30
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KateƎŝna Šandlová: Paternal role of a harem male: Analysis of stallion-foal interacƟons

Lunch at Mensa
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Poster Session B

13:30-14:30
14:30 – 15:45

Human-Animal InteracƟons, EmoƟons and EmoƟon Processing,
Physiology and Behaviour, Social Behaviour
Session 5: Social Behaviour (conƟnƵĞĚͿ

14:30 – 14:45

Liisa Hämäläinen:
Social learning within and across predator species facilitates the evoluƟon of aposemaƟĐ prey

14:45 – 15:00

Shenwen Xu: Foraging strategies of three-choice task by free-ranging Japanese monkeys

15:00 – 15:15

Maria Loconsole: The eīect of perceptual variables on individual recognŝƟon in young
domesƟc chicks (Gallus gallus)

15:15 – 15:30

Massimo De Agrò: Risk preference in the ant Lasius niger

15:30 – 15:45

Katrina Rosenberger:
Diīerent selecƟon aims aīected goat behaviour in standardised behavioural tests

Friday, 7 th September ;ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞĚͿ
15:45 – 16:15

Coīee Break
Plenary Talk

16:15 – 17:15

Raoul Schwing: Social factors in Kea cogniƟon

17:15 – 18:15

Roundtable Discussion 2

18:15 – 19:15

Awards and Farewell

20:00 – 23:00

Dinner at LuŌburg in the Prater

5 th - 8 t h

Saturday, 8 th September
OpƟonal visits to research staƟons:
Wolf Science Center or Haidlhof

Poster Session A (Thursday, 13:30 – 14:30)
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Physical CŽŐŶŝƟŽŶ, Personality and CŽŐŶŝƟŽŶ, BioacousƟcs, CŽŐŶŝƟŽŶ and Imaging
Presenter

Title

Flock, G.

A Neo-KanƟĂn Model of CognŝƟon-Including PercĞƉƟon

1

Galli, G.

I can’t see a way out! SpaƟal navigaƟon in the absence of visual cues in a species of
jumping spider

2

Kull, K.

HabituĂƟon of enrichment items by kea (Nestor notabilis)

3

Jensen, T.

Are behavioural traits consistent and correlated with stabilimentum size in the
wasp spider Argiope bruennichi?

4

Ibáñez de
Aldecoa, P.

Can you think outside the box? How habit propensity and mentalĮǆĂƟon could
inŇuence innovaƟveness and problem-solving skills in humans

5

Secara, E.-C.

Understanding the cogniƟve aspects which underlie bullshit vulnerability

6

Jim, H.-L.

Do dogs eavesdrop on human interacƟons in a helping situaƟon?

7

Abrahámová, M.

Dark Įve personality traits and its relaƟonship to cognŝƟve funcƟoning among
healthy adults.

8

Wolves and dogs risk-taking behaviour with and without human social support:
Does risk-proneness of wolves and dogs increase with age?

9

Midsession reversal learning in kea (Nestor notabilis)

10

AssociaƟons among behavioural inhibŝƟon, ADHD, and personality in the domesƟc dog

11

Vocal communŝĐĂƟon in Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) with an emphasis on
trumpet vocalizaƟons

12

Gábor, A.

Dogs ability to discriminate individual human voices

13

Hooper, R.

InvesƟgĂƟng the central asƐƵŵƉƟons of the RelaƟonship Intelligence Hypothesis at a
micro-evoluƟonary scale

14

Reicher, V.

InvesƟgaƟon of hemispheric asymmetry in dogs; A sleep EEG measurement

15

Salobir, K.

Do dogs copy silly acƟons of only their owner?

16

Aslan, T.S.

Coping with photophobia using exposure to light in migraine – an fMRI study

17

Karl, S.

Don’t move! – Training dogs to conduct fMRI studies while they are awake

18

Jean-Joseph, H.
Laschober, M.
Csibra, B.
Fuchs, E.
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Poster Session B (Friday, 13:30 – 14:30)
HumanͲŶŝmal InteracƟŽŶƐ͕ EmŽƟons and EmŽƟon ProcĞƐƐŝŶŐ͕ PhysioloŐy and BehĂǀŝouƌ͕
Social Behaǀiour
Presenter

Title

Nr.

Tondos͕K͘

CrossͲcultural diīĞƌĞŶces in people's aƫƚude toward freeͲranŐinŐ doŐƐ͘
n exploratory study͘

19

Lenkei͕Z͘

Breed diīĞrences and eīect of early enǀironment
5 thon social bĞŚĂǀiour in doŐ puppies

20

- 8 th

Sep of bondedness in
MeasuriŶŐ relĂƟonships͗ bĞŚĂǀioural and endocrine correlates
tem
packͲliǀinŐ doŐs and wolǀes

Wirobski͕'͘

SuwandschiĞī͕E͘

"Do I know you?" CateŐorisinŐ humans on the basis of familiarity

Nŝēoǀá͕ K͘

LateraliǌaƟon in showͲjumpinŐ performance of top sport horses

PandǎĂ͕M͘

SaŐŐiomo͕ L͘
CsatlósoǀĄ͕ <͘
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Blum͕͘

be
,2
Occurrence of compulsiǀe bĞŚĂǀŝour amoŶŐ shelter doŐs in Bosnia & rHĞƌǌĞŐŽǀina
01
LonŐͲterm memory oĨĂƌƟĮcial predators in common raǀens (Corvus corax)8

Should I Stay͕ or Should I Go? Sika Deer Presence and SpreadinŐ in the
Western Cǌech Republic
Impact of PreͲŐestaƟonal Stress on SpĂƟĂl Memory andnxietyͲlike BĞŚĂǀiour of
dult OīƐprinŐ

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

SchaŶǌ͕L͘

Eye wrinkle expression in horses Ͳ possible inŇuencinŐ factors

28

Eleƅd͕,͘

PhysioloŐical ǀalues of the domesƟc doŐ durinŐ sleep

29

FahrnŐrubĞƌ͕ ͘

Project #StressEat͗ Dietary bĞŚĂǀŝour under acute stress

30

BoŐŶĄƌ͕͘

bĞŚĂǀiour test to detect aŐeͲrelated decline of sƟmulusͲresponsiǀeness in doŐs

31

Mitoyen͕͘

Study of the rinŐ doǀe mulƟĐomponent courtshipƐŝŐnal byŝŶƚĞŐrated audioͲǀideo
analysis

32

usserwöŐĞƌ͕ ^͘

Temporal Stability of intraspĞĐŝĮĐRĞůĂƟonships in Pet doŐs

33

If you wish to send presenters feedback on their talks / posters or ask them
ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ͕ǀŝƐŝƚƚŚĞůŝŶŬƐďĞůŽǁ͊ƚƚŚĞĞŶĚŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ͕ƚŚĞŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞƌƐǁŝůů
ĐŽůůĂƚĞƚŚĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬĞĂĐŚƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞƌŚĂƐƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚĂŶĚĞŵĂŝůŝƚƚŽƚŚĞŵ͘
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ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞƐĐďĐ͘ŽƌŐͬƚĂůŬͲĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ

ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞƐĐďĐ͘ŽƌŐͬƉŽƐƚĞƌͲĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ

Plenary Speakers
PD Dr. Judith Maria Burkart
University of Zurich, Switzerland
PD Dr. Judith Burkart studied psychology and neurobiology at the University
of Fribourg, Switzerland, where she earned her licenciée degree with a
thesis on mirror self-recognition and mirror-related cognitive abilities in
marmosets. She obtained her PhD in psychology at the University of Zürich,
Switzerland in April 2004. Currently, she is a senior lecturer and the head of
Evolutionary Cognition Group at the University of Zurich, Switzerland. Her
research interests include cognitive and psychological consequences of
cooperative breeding, primate cognitive evolution, evolution of prosociality
and cooperative breeding hypothesis.
PD Dr. Burkart’s group tries to contribute to a better understanding of the
evolutionary origin of the human mind. To do so, they identify both
similarities and differences in social, motivational and cognitive processes
in human and nonhuman primates. One of unique human features, relative to the great apes, is cooperative
breeding. A main focus therefore concerns the role of cooperative breeding, which human share with more
distantly related primates. By studying the cooperatively breeding common marmosets and systematically
comparing them with more independently breeding species, PD Dr. Burkart’s group aims at identifying
processes that are systematically associated with shared infant care.

Dr. Anna Kis
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Dr. Anna Kis received her bachelor’s degree in Biology from the Eötvös Loránd
University in Budapest in 2010, her master’s degree in Cognitive Sciences from
Budapest University of Technology and Economics in 2012, and her PhD in 2014
from the Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, supervised by Márta Gácsi. Since
2014 she has been a research fellow at Psychobiological Research Group, Institute
of Cognitive Neuroscience and Psychology at Hungarian Academy of Sciences, in
Budapest, Hungary. Dr. Kis has authored 22 research articles (14 of which firstauthored) and 3 book chapters. She is a recent winner of the Nestlé-Purina
sponsorship for studies in cat and dog emotional well-being, as well as recipient of
several other research grants.
Her broad scientific focus lies in behavioural, genetic and neurohormonal components of comparative social
cognition, and her main model systems have been companionship animals (cats, dogs) and humans. As the
results of several comparative studies indicate that the dogs have similar socio-cognitive skills as 1-2 years
old children, Dr. Kis studies behavioural manifestations of these skills and tests dogs and humans in a number
of tests. The key question of her research is to develop new methodological approaches to the topic,
including effect of candidate genes (OXTR, WFS1, OPRM), measuring neurohormones (oxytocin) and noninvasive brain imaging procedures (EEG, fMRI).

Raoul Schwing, PhD
University of Veterinary Medicine, Austria
Raoul Schwing completed his Bachelor of Science (cum laude) at the
University of Utrecht’s University College Roosevelt in the Netherlands, with
a honors thesis on the habitat distribution of the European lobster. He then
came to the kea lab in Vienna (at the time still housed at the KLIVV) and did
a pilot study the vocalizations of captive kea. Subsequently he joined a
University of Vienna field study in the mountains of New Zealand on the
cognitive abilities of wild kea. He continued his studies at the University of
Auckland with a full scholarship, and from there researched the vocal
communication system of the kea over the next 4 years. His work also
included an examination of the syrinx (anatomy lab in Auckland) and the
hearing range (Haidlhof research station) of kea. Shortly before handing in
his thesis he stepped in as kea lab manager at the Messerli Research
Institute, to replace Dr. Gajdon during his parental leave. After Dr. Gajdon
left the Messerli Research Institute in 2016 he continues his work as head of
the kea lab to date and oversees the care of the kea group and the scientific
projects on site at the Haidlhof Research Station.

Dr. Angela Stöger
University of Vienna, Austria
Dr. Angela Stöger received her master in Zoology in 2002,
and her PhD (honored with the Doc.Award) in 2006 at the
Department of Evolutionary Biology, University of Vienna.
Since 2009 she is a postdoctoral researcher at the
Department of Cognitive Biology. Her broad scientific focus
is vocal communication in mammals, particularly the
versatility of acoustic signals, evolved perceptual
mechanisms and underlying cognitive abilities. Dr. Stöger’s
main model species are African and Asian elephants, highly
social mammals that combine a capacity for vocal learning
with complex cognitive skills; in particular sound production
and perception mechanisms, vocal imitation, and the kinds
of information vocal signals can provide listeners with (e.g., physical and motivational attributes of the
caller).
For her research, Dr. Stöger was awarded with the Bank Austria Award for Innovative Research, the
Elisabeth-Lutz Award from the Austrian Academy of Sciences, the Focus of Excellence from the University of
Vienna, and with the Research Award from the City of Vienna in 2015. She further received the L’Oreal
Scholarship (ÖAW) in 2013 and is currently the PI of the FWF grant P 31034-B29 focussing on vocal leanring
in elephants. She is supervising students conducting observational and experimental research on captive and
free ranging animals such as giant pandas, giraffes and felids.

Physical Cognition

Talk 1

African Grey Parrots do not show spontaneous relational matching
R. Berthel (1), L. O'Neill (2), L. Huber (1), A. von Bayern (2)
1) Comparative Cognition, Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Medical University
of Vienna, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
2) Comparative Cognition, Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology, Seewiesen, Loro Parque Foundation, Tenerife,
Spain.

The convergent evolution of similar functionality of the brain and behaviour in primates and birds grounds
the majority of avian cognition research. Within current discussions about the ability of analogical reasoning
in non-human animals, Smirnova and colleagues claimed to show this ability in crows (2015) and amazons
(Obozova et al., 2015) in a conceptual Matching-To-Sample (MTS) task. Taking into account some
improvements of the critically debated methodologies, this research project aimed at validating their results.
Therefore, eight African Grey parrots (Psittacus erithacus) were trained on identity MTS and tested on
transfer stimuli and on a relational-matching task on a touchscreen device. Contrary to results of previous
studies the parrots did not reach above chance-level in the tests. There is evidence that the birds favoured
a strategy of time-reduction-by-random-choice instead of reward-maximising-by-cognitive-effort. This
supports the hypothesis by Premack (Premack, 1976) that the cognitive ability of complex conceptual
thinking is not spontaneously applicable but needs intense training towards this kind of cognitive
performance. The present results not only question the ability of conceptual thinking in the class of birds but
also challenge the conviction of the extent of this ability in apes, that were tested with similar restricted
methods as crows and amazons. Nevertheless, different methodological approaches need to be investigated
to reveal the causes of the great difference in performance of previously tested species to the African Grey
parrots here.

Physical Cognition

Talk 2

Tools for tools? Investigating sequential tool use in a non-habitually tool using parrot
T. Rößler (1,2) & A. Auersperg (1,2)
1) Comparative Cognition, Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Medical University
of Vienna, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
2) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

Sequential tool use, i.e. using one tool to access another, constitutes a particularly interesting behavioural
innovation. Not only has an individual to meet all prerequisites that are necessary to use one tool, it also has
to overcome additional difficulties such as recognizing that a tool can be used not only directly on the object
of interest (e.g. food), overcoming the drive to do so and sequentially organizing the behaviours necessary.
Studies in avian species are so far limited to members of the corvid family – namely habitually tool using
New Caledonian crows and non-habitually tool using rooks. In those studies, one kind of tool in different
sizes or lengths was used. Here we want to present preliminary results on a sequential tool use task that
implements the choice between two different types of tools – sticks and balls – as well as different physical
properties of those tools. We are currently confronting our test subjects with a series of tests in which both,
kind and variation of tools, have to be used in a varying sequence. Additionally, we implemented controls to
further investigate how flexible they adjust their choice of tools.
Goffin´s cockatoos do not habitually use tools in the wild but have been observed to spontaneously use tools
in laboratory settings. Additionally, they have shown to be able to solve sequential problems, which do not
require tool use. Therefore, they present an interesting and also the first parrot species to be investigated
on whether they can use tools in a sequential manner.

Physical Cognition

Talk 3

Is there evidence for mirror self-recognition in crows and ravens?
L. C. Vanhooland (1), J.J.M. Massen (1), T. Bugnyar (1)
(1) University of Vienna, Department of Cognitive Biology.

Providing evidence for self-awareness in animals has been of interest to researchers because of its
implications on the conception of animals’ “mental life”. The most common method to inquires selfawareness in animals is the Mirror-Mark Test designed by Gordon Gallup in his seminal study of 1970 in
which he provided the first proof for self-recognition in chimpanzees. Implementing this test, it has been
shown that only some species e.g. great apes, dolphins, Asian elephants and magpies possess the ability of
mirror self-recognition (MSR) and share a similar pattern as to the evolution of their behaviours in front of
the mirror: 1. Social behaviour, 2. Mirror Inspection, 3. Contingency Checking, and 4. Mirror Guided Selfdirected behaviours. The latter being only performed by individuals considered able of MSR. Nevertheless,
attempts to find MSR in other corvid species have so far failed, and with only few studies conducted it
remains difficult to explain these inter-species differences. The presented studies aimed to expand the
number of corvid species tested in this assay and examined the response to mirrors of carrion crows and
common ravens. We found that both species, as many bird species, preferred spending time in front of the
mirror vs. the non-reflective control and showed a common pattern concerning the evolution of their
behaviours in front of the mirror over time. However, both species failed to show spontaneous selfexploration in front of the mirror and render ed inconclusive results in the subsequent Mark Test.

Physical Cognition

Talk 4

No evidence of mirror self-recognition in keas and Goffin’s cockatoos
M. van Buuren (1), A. Auersperg (2), G. Gajdon (2), S. Tebbich (1) & A. von Bayern (3,4)
1) Department of Behavioural Biology, University of Vienna.
2) Comparative Cognition, Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Medical University,
University of Vienna.
3) Department of Zoology, University of Oxford, Oxford.
4) Department of Behavioural Ecology and Evolutionary Genetics, Max-Planck-Institute of Ornithology, Seewiesen.

So far only two bird species, both corvids, have passed the mark test to test for mirror self-recognition (MSR).
We examined the capacity for MSR in another large-brained avian taxon, parrots, with keas (Nestor notabilis)
and Goffin’s cockatoos (Cacatua goffini). After several weeks of mirror habituation, they were subjected to
the mark test using different marks and mark placements while facing horizontal and vertical mirror
simultaneously. The keas had an additional control condition in which their reaction towards a marked or
non-marked conspecific behind a transparent partition was compared to their own reflection. No evidence
of MSR was found in either species. Keas responded to their reflection comparably to a conspecific behind a
clear separation. Goffin’s cockatoos showed fewer social responses towards their horizontal reflection
compared to their vertical reflection, suggesting that they may interpret them differently

Personality

Talk 5

Different selection aims affected goat behaviour in standardised behavioural tests
K. Rosenberger (1), C. Nawroth (2), J. Langbein (2), N. Keil (1)
1) Swiss Federal Veterinary Office, Centre for Proper Housing of Ruminants and Pigs, Agroscope Tänikon,
Ettenhausen, Switzerland.
2) Leibniz Institute for Farm Animal Biology, Institute of Behavioural Physiology, Dummerstorf, Germany.

Domestication in general as well as specific selection aims (such as herding or guarding in dogs) have shaped
the behaviour and cognitive capacities of animals. However, little is known how the selection for production
traits in farm animals, e.g. high milk yield, have indirectly affected behavioural traits and reactivity to
stressful situations like isolation. We tested 60 female juvenile goats (30 dairy goats and 30 dwarf goats) in
2 standardised behavioural tests: An Open Field (OF) and a Novel Object (NO) test. We measured activityrelated (e.g. change of segments), sociability-related (rearing up, vocalisations) and object-related (e.g.
latency to touch novel object) behavioural parameters. We found no differences between dwarf and dairy
goats in parameters reflecting activity. Dwarf goats showed less sociability-related behaviour with fewer
vocalizations and lower numbers of rearing against walls compared to dairy goats. Latency to approach and
touch the novel object was longer in dwarf goats than in dairy goats, otherwise groups did not differ in any
other object-related parameters.
Our results indicate that dairy goats differ from dwarf goats in their behaviour in standardised tests regarding
their sociability and object-related measures. This variation in response to novelty and isolation may also
account for differences in goats' performance in cognitive tasks and should be considered in future studies.

Personality

Talk 6

How not to judge a …deer by its cover: a preliminary study on the personality of the Red
deer (Cervus elaphus) males
B. Esattore (1,2), M. Seltmann (3), V. Šlipogor (4), L.Saggiomo (5), M. Rapti (6)
1) Department of Ethology, Institute of Animal Science, Praha, Czech Republic.
2) Department of Ethology and Husbandry, Czech University of Life Science, Praha, Czech Republic.
3) Department of Biology, University of Turku, Finland.
4) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Wien, Austria.
5) Department of Game Management and Wildlife Biology, Czech University of Life Science, Praha, Czech Republic.
6) University of Thessaloniki.

Personality (consistent individual differences in behaviour across time and between contexts) is not a
uniquely human characteristic and there is now well-established evidence for personalities in non-human
animals. It is thought that the study of animal personality may lead to a better understanding of ecologically
relevant behaviours and give new insights into the welfare of farmed animals. The aim of this study is to start
the investigation of the personality in the Red deer. We hypothesize that deer will have clear, evident,
different behavioural traits and that these traits will allow us to ascribe them to at least two personality
factors. For this purpose, we will use both the method of trait rating (questionnaire answered by experienced
operators who score a focal individual on a multitude of behavioural descriptors) and behavioural coding
(observation of the species full behavioural repertoire). In this study we will focus only on the stags (adult
males) being known from the literature that males may be more repeatable in their behaviour than females
and that behavioural consistency increases with the age. The observation and collection of the data will take
place during three different circumstances, namely “feeding time” (high competition for a scarce resource),
“handling” (stressful situation due to human manipulation) and “normal time” (out of external stimuli) to
assess the presence of consistency of the behaviour throughout the situations. We will estimate the interrater reliability via the ICC (intraclass correlation coefficient) and an explanatory multi-factor analysis to
verify the correlation among the scored items.

Personality

Talk 7

Sociability differences between the two neighbouring island populations of Podarcis
siculus
T. Gojak (1), M. Glogoški (1), D. Lisičić (1)
1) Department of animal physiology, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb, Rooseveltov trg 6.

In 1971, five adult pairs of the lacertid species Podarcis siculus were taken from their native island Pod
Kopište and introduced to the neighbouring island Pod Mrčaru. These two populations of P. Siculus
developed high levels of phenotypic differences in both ecology and morphology. Those rapid changes also
initiated changes in behaviour and social structure of the lacertid populations. To study sociability
differences between the two island populations, we preformed two different behavioural tests. First test
was an open field arena. Two plastic boxes were positioned to the opposite sides of the terrarium allowing
the lizards to hide, and a bulb was provided for thermoregulation. A piece of paper was placed in both of the
boxes – one was odorized with a scent of a random lizard, and one was non-odorized. The lizard could choose
to spend time either under the shelter with or without odour, or outside the shelter and exposed. Second
test was a three-chambered sociability arena. Two cages were positioned into the marginal parts, one empty
and one holding a lizard. The lizard whose sociability was tested was placed into the central part. The lizard
could spend time either in the one marginal part interacting with the other individual in the cage, or in the
rest of the terrarium without any interaction. Personality variabilities between populations, and even within
the same population, affect the data gathered during these tests. Variation in sociability could explain
different dispersal responses and its effect in individuals’ aggression and boldness.
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Associations between behavioural traits and disease prevalence in the family dog
L. Gerencsér (1), Sz. Fekete (1)
1) Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/c, 1117, Budapest, Hungary.

Human psychosomatic research and medicine are interdisciplinary fields of science. Psychosomatic diseases
have a complex, multicausal aetiology, in which both personality traits, and behaviour play an important
role.
In this present study we aimed to find similarity between human psychosomatic illnesses and certain health
conditions of the dog, by integrating ethological methods with veterinary literature on the aetiology of
specific canine diseases. As part of our research we used two different, validated dog personality
questionnaires, along with a list of specific behaviour problems. The diseases we examined were irritable
bowel syndrome, atopic dermatitis, peptic ulcers, idiopathic pneumonia, primary diabetes and malign
tumours (cancer). We hypothesized to find associations between certain personality scores, behavioural
disorders, and the occurrence of the above listed diseases. We collected 1664 answers, mostly from
Hungarian dog owners. As an outcome of several statistical analyses we found that the interaction of the
two factors ‘Emotional Reactivity’ and ‘Energy’ (Big Five Inventory) showed a significant effect on the
likelihood of being affected with the above listed diseases. In this explorative cross-sectional study, we could
reveal a population of dogs with extreme scores in specific personality traits, in cooccurrence with possibly
human analogical diseases. We identified – to our knowledge for the first time – significant co-occurrence of
psychical and physical health states in family dogs. Based on our results it would be promising to conduct
longitudinal studies, in order to see if these personality traits could behave as risk factors.
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Cross-species comparison of personality structure in callitrichids based on everyday
behaviours
M. Másílková (1), A. Weiss (2,3), T. Bugnyar (4), M. Konečná (1)
1) Department of Zoology, Faculty of Science, University of South Bohemia, CZ.
2) Department of Psychology, School of Philosophy, Psychology and Language Sciences, The University of Edinburgh,
UK.
3) Scottish Primate Research Group, UK.
4) Department of Cognitive Biology, Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Vienna, AT.

Comparing the personality structures of closely and distantly related species can address questions about
evolutionary bases of personality in nonhuman primates as well as humans. The comparative approach,
however, has been limited by using different forms of rating instruments. In our study, we examined and
compared the personality structure of captive cotton-top tamarins (N = 20), red-handed tamarins (N = 28),
and common marmosets (N = 17) through coding of naturally occurring behaviours. All 22 behavioural
indices were moderately to highly repeatable. The personality structures of the three species differed in
dimension numbers as well as their interpretation but also overlapped in some respects. Principal
components analysis identified three dimensions in red-handed tamarins that overlapped with dimensions
of common marmosets (Extraversion, Agreeableness, Assertivity). Personality model of cotton-top tamarins
consisted of Confidence and broad Extraversion dimension, that resembled both to Agreeableness and
Extraversion in other two species. Using fuzzy set analysis, we revealed commonalities in personality
dimensions of those species. The linear mixed-effect models revealed significant effect of age for
Extraversion dimensions in common marmosets and cotton-top tamarins with younger individuals scoring
higher. We discuss the results with respect to phylogeny as well as social and ecological factors, such as
habitat differences, group size, and mating system, that can also play an important part in the shaping of the
personality structure.
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Mommy, where are you? Adult dogs’ sensitivity to strange puppy separation calls
F. Lehoczki (1), Zs. Szamosvölgyi (1), Á. Miklósi (1,2), T. Faragó (1)
(1) Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary.
(2) MTA-ELTE Comparative Ethology Research Group, Budapest, Hungary.

In separation infants emit distress calls to draw their mother’s attention, reduce social distance, and get
maternal care. Previous studies on several species suggest that these calls raise the caregiver’s attention
because of their special acoustic structure and can even affect non-parent conspecifics based on the
individual’s sex and parental experiences. In our study we test the effect of puppy sounds on adult family
dogs that is especially interesting as our knowledge is limited about dogs' parental care. We assess the
reaction of 151 dogs in 5 groups (former mothers, inexperienced intact females, inexperienced intact males,
inexperienced neutered females, and inexperienced neutered males) to 6 different 10s long strange pup
distress call bouts, played from a hidden speaker. GLMM and Cox models were used on the 6 components
formed by PCA from the behaviour variables (Attention, Stand, Owner, Speaker, Door, Stress). We tested
the effects of repeated playbacks, the played sounds’ acoustical features and individual features (sex, sexual
state, age, parental experience, reactivity). Our results suggest that fundamental frequency (f0) and its
irregularity (jitter) affect the dogs’ reactions, but while the relationship is positive in the case of the jitter,
the f0 affects negatively the dogs’ reactions. Furthermore, more empathic dogs react sooner to the puppy
sounds, while more noise sensitive dogs react later. Based on these results we can confirm that infant
distress calls affect the adult’ behaviour irrespectively of their parental experience and sex but influenced by
the reactivity related features and the acoustic structure of the sound.
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Dual articulation in the communication system of chimpanzees?
M. Leroux (1), S. Townsend (1,2)
(1) Department of Comparative Linguistics, University of Zurich, Switzerland.
(2) Department of Psychology, University of Warwick, UK.

The emergence of combinatoriality in human language represents one of the key evolutionary transitions in
life. This structural innovation freed language from the constraints of perceptual error and facilitated the
evolution of an open-ended, limitless communication system. Despite its significance, we know very little
regarding how unique this capacity is to humans or the evolutionary progression of this trait. By searching
for core features of language, such as combinatoriality, in the communication systems of closely related
species to humans, particularly the apes, it is possible to shed light on whether the components of language
are de novo evolved traits in humans or whether they have their origins rooted in the primate lineage. Using
a high-density data approach, we are currently investigating the forms of vocal combinatorial structures in
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii). Preliminary data collected in Budongo forest, Uganda, already
suggests that call combinations represent 14% of the total vocal production in chimpanzees and that sex,
rank and context are good predicators for the production rate of call combinations as well as for the call
types combined. We plan to extend these preliminary results with an extensive observational data collection
period. Moreover, we aim to follow up observational work and more automated analysis approaches (e.g.
machine learning) with experimental work investigating the function and meaning of stereotyped call
combinations in chimpanzees. This work will demonstrate whether one of the building blocks of language,
combinatoriality, also exists in the communication systems of our closest relative and therefore is
evolutionarily more ancient.
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The effect of acoustic structure of dog whines and the occurrence of non-linear
phenomena on humans' perception of emotional state
A. Marx (1), T. Faragó (1)
1) Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest.

During vocal communication different inner states, through neural processes lead to different vocal output,
and listeners can use these to assess the inner state of the caller. Among others, presence of nonlinear
phenomena (NLP) in calls can be linked with arousal. Separation anxiety (SRA) is a common problem in dogs,
described by excessive vocalisation (whining) among other symptoms. Earlier, we found that dogs with SRA,
have more NLP in their whines and this might have a role in the assessment of the dogs’ stress level by the
owners. To test this, using an online questionnaire, we asked participants to listen to a set of separation
whines from 60 dogs with different SRA status, and rate them on 7 emotional scales. Our results suggest that
besides the stressfulness and scared scale 2 factors can be formed with PCA based on the answers of 344
participants. Loss scale is based on sadness, worrying and despair, while Annoyed is based on hysterical and
urging ratings. GLMs showed a positive effect of f0 on scared ratings and Loss component, while positive
entropy effect on stressfulness and Annoyed component. Presence of biphonation was also perceived as
more stressful. Whines of dogs being more active in separation and attempting to escape more were rated
to be more Annoyed and stressful. It seems that NLP and harshness indeed facilitate perception of higher
stress level of the caller, moreover this was not independent from the actual behaviour of the dogs
suggesting honest signalling of inner state in whines.

Human-Animal Interactions
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Artificial Cooperation and Dog-Human Interactions
J. McGetrick (1)
(1) Konrad Lorenz Institute of Ethology, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Savoyenstraße 1a, 1160 Vienna,
Austria.

Dogs and humans are considered to cooperate with each other extensively. Examples of such cooperation
can be seen in a large variety of contexts including hunting, guiding the blind, and herding livestock. The
array of situations in which dogs and humans cooperate certainly makes this a unique case of cooperation.
However, it is questionable whether the interactions between dogs and humans truly fit with definitions of
cooperation currently used in the scientific literature. Here, I propose a novel concept of “artificial
cooperation” to more appropriately characterise seemingly cooperative interactions between dogs and
humans. In line with this new concept, I argue that cooperation between dogs and humans represents an
extreme and unnatural case of cooperation that is human-mediated but that could, paradoxically, be used
to understand cooperative behaviour in other animal species.
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Effect of Housing and Age at Pairing on Calves' Performance in Simple Cognitive Task
K. Bučková (1, 2), M. Špinka (2), S. Hintze (3), Z. Kozáková (1)
1) Department of Husbandry and Ethology of Animals, Czech University of Life Sciences Prague.
2) Department of Ethology, Institute of Animal Science, Prague.
3) Division of Livestock Sciences, University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna.

Early social environment is necessary for normal development of mammalian young. In spite of this, dairy
calves are mostly reared individually until about 8 weeks of age. Some studies indicated that individual
housing of calves impairs their cognitive abilities compared with pair housing, but these studies were based
on not more than 8 animals per treatment. It is also not clear whether calves' age at their pairing affects the
cognitive abilities. We aimed at examining cognitive abilities of 36 heifers housed in pairs (n = 16, starting at
4 – 11 days) or individually (n = 20) in 3 phases of a simple cognitive task. The calves were trained to touch a
target with their muzzle and to walk about 3 m to get a reward placed at one of two locations (left/right) in
an experimental arena. Initially, calves were trained to touch the target held by a trainer near the positive
locations (phase 1). In phase 2, the target was also presented by a trainer, but in the distance around 1 m
from a positive location. In phase 3, the target was presented by a pulley and the walking distance was
prolonged to 3 m. We found no effect of the individual versus pair housing or age at pairing on the number
of training sessions necessary to reach the respective criteria. We conclude that pair housing does not
improve performance of calves in this simple cognitive task.
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The effects of animal care taking on human well-being and social judgements - a field
study
A. Temesi (1), Á. Pogány (1), B. Bereczky (2), Á. Miklósi (1,2)
(1) Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary.
(2) MTA-ELTE Comparative Ethology Research Group, Budapest, Hungary.

Human-animal interaction (HAI) studies have shown that after positive interaction with animals, the
concentrations of plasma and urinary oxytocin increases in humans, while the degree of state anxiety
decreases. Moreover, intranasally administered oxytocin improves the ability of humans to infer mental
states based on the eye region of other humans, increases emotional empathy and the feeling of trust in
other humans. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of animal care taking on human well-being
and social judgements in a field study. The experimental group (n = 63) consisted of volunteers on a goat
farm where they took care of goats and goatlings. Subjects in the control group (n = 62) visited a botanical
garden. Hence, participants in the two groups were exposed to similar conditions (natural setting, mild
physical activity), but only those in the experimental group had positive interaction with animals. We
investigated the effects of animal care taking using similar tests as those used in previous studies which
investigated the effects of intranasally administered oxytocin.
In the experimental group, after HAI, we observed a greater decrease in state anxiety and a more
pronounced increase in trust than in the control group.
One strength of our study is that we were able to show the positive effects of interaction with animals in a
completely natural environment and situation. Based on our results, volunteer programs on farms becoming more and more popular in recent years - may become an important new direction in animalassisted therapy.
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Chimpanzees, but not bonobos, have viewing bias for infants of own species over adults
Y. Kawaguchi (1), F. Kano (2), M. Tomonaga (1)
(1) Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University.
(2) Kumamoto Sanctuary, Kyoto University.
In primates, infants are the unique members in a society because they require extensive caretaking from adults.
Infants have species general (e.g. baby schema) or species specific (e.g. infantile coloration) physical features which
adults do not have. In some species like chimpanzees, the appearance of an infant is clearly distinguished from that
of an adult (e.g. white face only in infants) but in other species like bonobos, the appearance is relatively similar
between infants and adults. In human, it is known that there is attentional and emotional bias for infants, while
quite a few studies examined how adults perceive infants in non-human primates. This study examined viewing
patterns for adult and infant individuals in chimpanzees and bonobos using an eye-tracker. Fifteen chimpanzees and
6 bonobos participated in this study. We presented to them the pictures of mother-infant dyad of these species
(both chimpanzees and bonobos) and an outgroup species (Japanese macaques). The total viewing time for adult
and infant faces was analysed. Chimpanzee showed significant infant looking bias to conspecifics. However, they
showed marginally significant infant looking bias to the macaques, and no looking bias to bonobos. The results
suggest the existence of infant looking bias in chimpanzees and that this bias may be mainly for own species.
Conversely, bonobos showed significant adult looking bias to chimpanzees and macaques but not to conspecifics.
Chimpanzees and bonobos have species-typical interest to infants of own species and this difference may be
related to each species’ unique social, rearing, and developmental styles.
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Information transmission in common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus): do calls produced in
predator or food contexts influence the behavioural and physiological state in naïve
individuals?
J. Grabner (1), V. Šlipogor (1), T. Bugnyar (1)
1) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna, Austria.

Living in social groups may bring several advantages. One is to use information provided by others. Acoustic
information, like an alarm call announcing the presence of a predator, allows naïve individuals to
appropriately respond without directly witnessing the situation. However, it is still debated what type of
information is transmitted and how naïve individuals behaviourally and physiologically respond to it.
Common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) are family-living, cooperatively breeding neotropical primates, that
try to keep close behavioural and spatial cohesion within their groups. In this experiment we
simulated the separation of individual monkeys from their family group and measured their responses to
calls produced by their group in two different contexts. In particular, one individual was separated from its
group with a visual but not acoustical barrier, while the group was confronted with either a predator model
or a highly valuable food. Behavioural responses of the separated animal were videotaped and physiological
changes were measured via salivary cortisol samples taken before and ten minutes after the test. We found
that the physiological responses differ significantly between the food and predator conditions. Furthermore,
separated individuals confronted with a higher number of “socio-negative calls” (i.e. mobbing calls, alarm
calls) showed an increase in behaviours linked to stress and alertness. However, the number of “socionegative calls” did not correlate with the in- or decrease of cortisol during the tests. We will discuss what
other factors are influencing the reaction of the separated individual and whether there are group specific
differences linked to personality.
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Paternal role of a harem male: Analysis of stallion-foal interactions
K. Šandlová (1), M. Komárková (2), F. Ceacero (2)
(1) Department of zoology, Faculty of Science, University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice, Branišovská 1760,
370 05, České Budějovice, Czech Republic.
(2) Department of Animal Science and Food Processing, Faculty of Tropical AgriSciences, Czech University of Life
Sciences, Kamýcká 129, 165 00, Prague 6 - Suchdol, Czech Republic.

Social behaviour of horses (Equus caballus) has been studied extensively and thoroughly. However, the
relationship between stallions and their offspring remains still unclear. The aim of this study was to describe
and analyse the interactions between harem male and foals.
Two herds of Exmoor ponies living under semi-feral conditions were studied, each consisted of a stallion, 14
mares and their offspring. The observation lasted for 6 months for both harems, totally 357 hours of
observation collected. During the sessions, aggressive, friendly, play and snapping behaviour of all group
members was recorded by “ad libitum sampling” method with the special focus on interactions between
stallion and foals.
According to our results, the stallion is the most frequent adult recipient of foal’s interactions (p < 0.001 for
friendly behaviour and snapping, p = 0.01 for play). Moreover, the male is also the most tolerant adult
individual compared to the behaviour of the foal’s mothers and other mares and as the only adult, the
stallion occasionally plays with his offspring. These facts can point out the importance of a stallion’s presence
for physical and psychical development of the foals, especially the colts. In natural conditions, young males
have to establish their own harem, which requires developed social skills for gaining mares and physical skills
to win in the competition with other males. On the other hand, in the farm conditions, fertile males are
usually kept separately, and the foals live without contact with the stallion which can be crucial for their
social development according to our results.
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Social learning within and across predator species facilitates the evolution of aposematic
prey
L. Hämäläinen (1) , J. Mappes (2), H.M. Rowland (3) & R. Thorogood (1,4)
1) Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK
2) Department of Biological and Environmental Science, University of Jyväskylä, Finland.
3) Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Germany.
4) Helsinki Institute of Life Science, University of Helsinki, Finland.

Aposematic prey signal their unpalatability to predators with conspicuous warning signals. The evolution and
maintenance of aposematism, however, is still a puzzle because conspicuous prey are expected to suffer
high predation by naive predators. Recent research suggests that predators observing conspecifics might
help explain this evolutionary paradox, but predator communities are complex and the effect of social
transmission on prey evolution could be even stronger if predators also learn socially across species
boundaries. We tested this using blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) and great tits (Parus major) as predators. We
used video playback to present individuals i) conspecific or ii) heterospecific social information about novel
unpalatable prey, or iii) a control video with no information about prey palatability. We then investigated if
social information influenced birds’ foraging choices using the novel world method where birds were
presented novel palatable and unpalatable prey items. Both species learned to avoid unpalatable prey faster
after receiving either conspecific or heterospecific information, compared to the control group. We
predicted that birds would learn more quickly from conspecifics but there was no difference in avoidance
learning between the two social information treatments. Our results show that social transmission about
novel unpalatable prey signals occurs in multiple predator species and across species boundaries. Therefore,
social information use by predators is likely to be an even stronger selective agent in the evolution of
aposematic prey than previously thought.
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Foraging strategies of three-choice task by free-ranging Japanese monkeys
S. Xu (1), K. Yamada (2), M. Nakamichi (2), M. Tomonaga (1)
1) Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University.
2) Graduate School of Human Sciences, Osaka University.

Behavioural plasticity allows animals to maximize benefits and minimize costs. While foraging, besides the
basic costs of time and energy, group-living individuals are further exposed to intergroup competition. We
investigated how animals adjust behaviour to make optimal decisions in a group-setting foraging task. We
conducted a field experiment at a Japanese macaque provisioning site on Awaji island. We designed a threechoice task where participants came voluntarily and had the option to pull weighted boxes baited with food
in any order. The three boxes contained identical food rewards but had different costs – each contained a
different number of weights (1.5 kg/weight). In condition 1, boxes contained either one, two or three
weights. In condition 2, boxes contained zero, one and two weights. All boxes needed to be pulled to extract
the food. In condition 3, two boxes with one and two weights, needed to be pulled, while the third box could
be accessed immediately and contained no weight (i.e. “free food”). Results show that monkeys adjusted
their behaviour depending on the box’s weight; they prioritized accessing boxes which had the lowest
weights. In conditions 1 and 2, the boxes with the least weight were accessed first (38.46% and 37.96% of
trials) or second (55.56% and 52.36%), respectively. In condition 3, they prioritized the “free food” as the
first (54.38%) or second (69.73%) choice. These results suggest that monkeys may not only take energy
expenditure but also other factors such as social conditions into account when ordering their decisions
among different options.
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The effect of perceptual variables on individual recognition in young domestic chicks
(Gallus gallus)
M. Loconsole (1), M. Medico (1), L. Regolin (1)
1) Università degli Studi di Padova

Young chicks reared together are able to recognize each other individually, and physical contact during
rearing has been claimed to be necessary to this purpose. Here we tested how mutual sight and touch affect
this spontaneous learning mechanism. We reared new-born chicks in pairs in the same cage and tested each
subject on day 4 of life. At test, chicks spent significantly more time close to their own rearing companion
rather than an unknown chick of the same age and sex (Experiment 1).
In Experiment 2, only the outline of the familiar and unfamiliar chick was available at test, while the inner
features of their faces were blurred. Under this condition, birds failed the discrimination and performed at
chance level. In the last Experiment, chicks’ pairs were reared in the same cage, but separated by a glass
partition preventing any physical contact. At test, chicks showed a preference for their social companion,
even if they could not share any physical interaction during the rearing phase. Our results suggest that the
inner features of the face are an essential component for individual recognition in young domestic chicks,
whilst physical contact is not necessary. Possible explanations of the difference from previously reported
evidences will be discussed as well as the implications for future studies.
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Risk preference in the ant Lasius niger
M. De Agrò (1, 2), T. Czaczkec (1)
1) Institute of Zoology, University of Regensburg, Universitätsstraße 31, D-93053 Regensburg, Germany.
2) General Psychology Department, University of Padua, via Venezia 8, 35131 Padua, Italy.

Animal species generally prefer stable food source over riskier, sometimes more valuable ones – they are
risk-averse when they stand to gain something. This bias prevents them from behaving with full economic
rationality, overestimating a possible bad outcome of uncertain situations. While a bad foraging outcome
can be devastating for an individual, it might not be as costly for a colony. In fact, the ant Lasius niger shows
risk-indifferent behaviour at the colony level. However, nothing is known about the individual preference of
ants: do they also behave rationally or are they risk-averse?
Individual ants were presented with two food sources. One “safe” feeder presented a medium quality
sucrose solution (0.55 mol) 100% of the visits. One “risky” feeder, which presented a bad quality sucrose
solution (0.1 mol) on 50% of the visits and a good quality one (1.0 mol) on the other visits. The animals were
trained to associate a smell (lemon or rosemary) with each food source (safe or risky).
Afterwards, ant preference was tested in a Y maze. Ants showed strong risk-aversion, choosing the arm
scented like the “safe” feeder 90% of the time. However, the ants deposited more pheromone for higher
food quality, and less for lower quality, effectively balancing the amount of pheromone deposited to the
risky and safe food sources. Thus, while individuals minimize their risk and play it safe, the information left
to the colony by means of pheromone is completely rational.

Physical Cognition
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A Neo-Kantian Model of Cognition-Including Perception
G. Flock (1)
1) Independent philosopher/ Institute of Philosophy, University of Vienna.

In cognitive science or psychology and to a lesser extent also in philosophy, perception or observation are
typically sharply delineated from cognition or inference (e.g. Sellars 1956/1991; Fodor 1983; Firestone &
Scholl 2016). In a recent paper, however, Phillips (2017) considered the possibility of eliminating that
dichotomy. In this talk I will present a Neo-Kantian model of animal ‘cognitive perception’ of the physical
that builds on precisely such a dichotomy-eliminating and cognition- as well as inference-including notion
and theory of ‘wide’ or ‘two-stage’ perception. I properly begin by going back to the Kantian roots of the
perception/cognition dichotomy and by introducing Kant’s representationalist and physically anti-realist
theory of perception and cognition minus all the “pure a priori” elements (sect. 2). I then present my own
and somewhat adapted Neo-Kantian theory of wide perception in which I introduce some changes to the
notion of “given” non-conceptual content as well as a distinction between sensory and cognitive perception
or ‘stage 1’ and ‘stage 2’ of perception (sect. 3). Drawing on the notion of unconscious inferences (Helmholtz
1867, ch. 26; Bruner 1957; Harman 1973, ch. 11; Hatfield 2002; Evans 2008; Brogaard 2011; Kahnemann
2011) that can also be traced back to Kant, I lastly introduce my “Modus Ponens Model of Cognitive
Perception” as an explanation for how human and non-human animals recognize, categorize and most
importantly construct non-real physical objects or “phenomena” via unconscious perceptual inferences and
on the basis of the underlying and real or “noumenal” world of “things in themselves.”
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I can’t see a way out! Spatial navigation in the absence of visual cues in a species of
jumping spider
G. Galli (1,2), M. De Agrò (2), E. Moretto (3,4), L. Regolin (2)
1) Department of Life Sciences and Systems Biology, University of Turin, Turin, Italy.
2) Department of General Psychology, University of Padua, Padua, Italy.
3) Esapolis’ Living Insects Museum of the Padua Province, Padua, Italy.
4) Butterfly Arc Ltd., Padua, Italy.

To memorize a path, animals can use a variety of information. This can be allocentric (using environmental
features as reference points), or egocentric (using themselves as a reference point). Jumping spiders
(Salticidae) are active hunters with a highly developed visual system. However, we do not know if their
spatial navigation is just visually driven, or if they are able to integrate other external information, for
example, the direction of gravity. We tested the ability of Menemerus semilibatus to use egocentric vs.
allocentric information to solve a T-maze task where only one of the two arms led to an escape. To avoid the
possibility that spiders used external visual cues, the maze consisted of connected white empty tubes and
was fully enclosed in a box. The spider moved inside the tubes, and its position was registered through lightsensitive sensors embedded along the maze. Each spider entered one of two different conditions: in the first
one the choice among the two arms in the T-maze was either turning left or right and therefore
discrimination had to take into account egocentric information. In the second condition the arm choice in
the T-maze was presented vertically so that allocentric information provided by the direction of the gravity
(going up or down) was sufficient to support discrimination. A differential learning rate in the two conditions
would inform us about the relative use of either type of information. The experiment is ongoing, preliminary
data will be discussed.
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Habituation of enrichment items by kea (Nestor notabilis)
K. Kull (1), S. Haderthauer (2), R. Schwing (1)
1) Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Medical University of Vienna, University of
Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
2) Schönbrunn Zoo, Vienna, Austria.

Animals may be kept in captivity for multiple reasons, for example in research institutions and zoos.
Enrichment can be of great importance for physical and mental health of captive animals, since it provides
occupation and stimulates animals' minds. One of the problems with providing enrichment is habituation of
enrichment items, meaning that the amount of responses towards the item decreases after repeated
presentations. Kea parrots are inquisitive and social birds, known for neophilia, complex cognitive abilities
and for their complex play behaviour. They are also potentially long-living and popular as aviary birds.
Inclusion of enrichment is essential for captive kea to ensure their wellbeing and to allow for wider
behavioural repertoire. In stimulating captive environments, kea also make an engaging exhibit, which may
be particularly important for publicly open institutions like zoos. The experiments conducted for this study
look into habituation of enrichment items in different presentation protocols. Wooden cubes are used as
enrichment items. It is tested whether the time the enrichment is available for kea, or if addition of visual or
olfactory stimuli to the offered enrichment items (by new colours or by new smell) influence usage of those
items. It is predicted that decreasing the time that enrichment is available and adding new stimuli to
enrichment items will increase their usage. Findings like these could be used when designing enrichment
items and schedule for captive kea.
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Are behavioural traits consistent and correlated with stabilimentum size in the wasp
spider Argiope bruennichi?
T. Jensen (1), E. Lorenzen (1), E. Benzler (2)
1) Aarhus University, Nordre Ringgade 1, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.
2) University of Greifswald, Domstraße 11, 17489 Greifswald, Germany

Consistent behavioural types are defined as having lower within-individual variation compared to betweenindividual variation. Some behavioural traits can be correlated with other traits and create what is called a
behavioural syndrome. The wasp spider (Argiope bruennichi) decorates its web with a stabilimentum. The
stabilimentum is hypothesised to be a predator deterrent and thus might be more pronounced in bold
individuals to compensate for their increased predation risk. In this study, the consistency of behaviour and
the correlation between behavioural traits, boldness and shyness, and the size of the stabilimentum made
by the wasp spider (Argiope bruennichi) are examined. A predator attack was simulated, and the reaction
was recorded into two categories: staying or escaping with staying being considered a bold behaviour and
escaping a shy behaviour. Behavioural reactions were consistent within individuals, but no correlation
between behaviour and stabilimentum was found. This may be due to the stabilimentum providing equal
benefit to both behavioural types, or different life history traits producing different sized stabilimenta and
thus may not be correlated with behavioural type.
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Can you think outside the box? How habit propensity and mental fixation could influence
innovativeness and problem-solving skills in humans
P. Ibáñez de Aldecoa (1), S. de Wit (2), S.Tebbich (1)
1) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna.
2) Department of Clinical Psychology, University of Amsterdam.

When we encounter a new problem, finding an innovative solution can be crucial. Divergent thinking (the
process of generating creative ideas by exploring many possible solutions) and convergent thinking (the
process of finding a single, correct solution to a problem) are mechanisms that help us to do that. But several
factors, such as habitual actions (driven by stimulus-response associations only) and mental fixation (the
negative effect of previous experience when solving new problems; in other words, being unable to “think
outside the box”) could affect these aspects of human innovation and problem-solving skills. To investigate
the influence of mental fixation and habitual action on both aspects of innovative thinking, we tested 85
subjects in the slips-of-action task (habit formation), the alternative uses task (divergent thinking), the candle
problem (convergent thinking and mental fixation), and puzzle games (problem solving). We tested the
hypothesis that mental fixation would positively correlate with higher habit propensity, and that these
automatized mindsets could impair performance on innovation and creativity-related tasks. We predicted
that a habitual-prone profile could hinder the ability to reach a novel solution and come up with more
alternative, original ideas for known problems, as we expected a “mental fixation due to familiarity” effect
on these individuals. We did not expect to find this effect when individuals encounter unfamiliar items, since
they are less likely mentally fixated on their common uses.
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Understanding the cognitive aspects which underlie bullshit vulnerability
E. Secara (1)
1) Babes-Bolyai University

Bullshit, besides being a pejorative colloquial term, is a research topic that attracted attention from several
disciplines including linguistics, philosophy and most recently psychology. Regardless of the field, bullshit is
considered harmful to communication and an often-overlooked hazard. In the era of information, and
therefore also the era of misinformation, bullshit is thriving, and the threat has become all too serious.
However, as tackling the sources is nearly impossible and much too costly, interventions need to address the
public and therefore it is essential to understand the cognitive mechanisms on which bullshit vulnerability
functions and their relationship to personality variables, such as the preference for intuitive or analytical
processing (i.e., cognitive style).
We investigated the effect of investing cognitive effort and of indirect cueing for the need to use analytic
thinking on response bias and conflict detection, the presupposed mechanisms of bullshit vulnerability. The
moderating effect of cognitive style was also assessed. One hundred thirty-two participants were divided in
three groups, receiving different instructions regarding the Bullshit Receptivity Scale. The cognitive effort
group was asked to explain how they understood the items before rating them, the indirect cueing group
expected to have to justify their ratings afterwards, and the control group solely rated the items. Cognitive
effort decreased bullshit vulnerability by reducing response bias. The opposite was observed for indirect
cueing, further analysis revealing that this effect was present only in participants with an intuitive cognitive
style. Cognitive style predicted bullshit vulnerability independently of effort or expectations.
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Do dogs eavesdrop on human interactions in a helping situation?
H.-L. Jim (1), S. Marshall-Pescini (1), F. Range (1)
(1) Domestication Lab, Konrad Lorenz Institute of Ethology, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria.

Reputation is a key component in social interactions of group living animals and may be important for
cooperation. It can be formed through direct or indirect experience (i.e. eavesdropping). Considering dogs’
dependence on humans, it would be beneficial for them to eavesdrop on human interactions to choose an
appropriate partner to associate with. Chijiiwa, Kuroshima, Hori, Anderson and Fujita (2015) found that dogs
avoided people who did not help their owner; however, the results may have been influenced by location.
The present study addresses this limitation and investigates whether dogs derive and act on information
about unfamiliar humans through reputation-like inferences by observing third-party interactions.
32 dogs were tested in one session of four trials; each trial consisted of six observations and one test. Dogs
observed the experimenter interact with a helpful person and an unhelpful person thrice. Then, they were
submitted to one of two test situations: 1) the impossible task, where dogs were presented a container with
food that is inaccessible to them, and 2) a free-interaction situation. The people swapped positions before
the test for half of the sample. All dogs experienced both test situations twice.
The preliminary results suggest that dogs eavesdrop, and this is not explained by local enhancement; they
preferentially approached the helpful person over the unhelpful person even after they changed sides. More
extensive analyses will be conducted on the complete data set and reported at the conference. Overall, this
research may further our understanding of the evolution of cooperation.
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Dark five personality traits and its relationship to cognitive functioning among healthy
adults.
M. Abrahámová (1), A. Svingerová (1), E. Smolejová (1), P. Brandoburová (2), S. Krakovská (2),
V. Cviková (1), A. J. Heretik (1), M. Hajdúk (1,3)
1) Department of psychology, Faculty of Arts, Comenius University in Bratislava.
2) Centre MEMORY n.o.
3) Department of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine, Comenius University in Bratislava

Research has shown relationship between personality and cognitive abilities. Some personality disorders
(such as Borderline Personality Disorder or Schizotypal Personality Disorder) have been associated with
pattern of cognitive deficits. Objective of the study is to analyse the relationships between maladaptive
personality traits and cognitive functioning among healthy adults.
234 participants without history of mental illness and current depression, aged 18 – 65, participated in the
study. The Personality Inventory for DSM - 5 PID 5 BF was utilized for measuring pathological personality
traits. Participants underwent complex examination by neuropsychological battery spanning across all
relevant cognitive domains.
Significant but positive correlations were found between Negative Affect scale and measure of verbal
memory (exceeding 0.189 for recall and delayed recall). Antagonism scale correlates significantly with
measures of processing speed (r = -0.213), attention (r= 0.209) and executive functioning (r exceeding 0.170
in absolute value). Correlations were found between Disinhibition scale and measures of verbal memory
(exceeding 0. 208 for recall and delayed recall). For Psychoticism scale significant correlations were found
with measure of executive functioning (r = -0.190). Correlations listed above are significant at level p < 0.001.
We found significant correlations between cognition and personality traits measured by PID 5, though in our
clinically asymptomatic sample, the trends are opposite as what would be expected in the clinical population.
Relationship between maladaptive personal traits and cognition needs to be more analysed on more finegrained level including gender, age and education level and in the neurological and psychiatric patient
samples.
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Wolves and dogs risk-taking behaviour with and without human social support: Does riskproneness of wolves and dogs increase with age?
H. Jean-Joseph (1,2), F. Range (2), K. Kotrschal (2,3)
1) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
2) Wolf Science Center, Domestication Lab, Konrad Lorenz Institute of Ethology, University of Veterinary Medicine,
Vienna, Austria.
3) Department of Behavioural Biology & Konrad Lorenz Forschungsstelle, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

Due to domestication, dogs differ from wolves in a mosaic of mental and behavioural parameters. This may
also include (1) risk-taking behaviour, defined as responses to perceived uncertainty and its possible benefits
or costs for the physical or psychosocial wellbeing and fitness and (2) the response to emotional social
support by familiar humans.
Based on previous studies on neophobia in wolves and dogs, we predict that (1) dogs would be less scared
of an object and therefore, approach more quickly, and show less ambivalent behaviour than wolves. (2) We
predict that the supportive presence of a familiar human would have a greater facilitating effect to approach
on dogs than wolves.
Unlike our predictions, it seems than neither subspecies nor social support affected the time it took subjects
to approach and eat the food. However, age seems to be important: the older the dogs and wolves were,
the faster they approached. This fits with observations from the wild that (male) wolves’ readiness to chase
strangers increases with age.
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Midsession reversal learning in kea (Nestor notabilis)
M. Laschober (1), R. Schwing (1)
1) University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna.

To test how flexible subjects can deal with changing environments, reversal learning tasks are used. In the
midsession reversal learning task (MSR) contingencies for the reinforced stimulus are reversed to the
opposite at a possibly predictable point in the middle of each session. The reversal is usually approached by
win-stay/lose-shift (WSLSh) using information of the previously reinforced stimulus, or reversal estimation
(RE) using the time into the session to estimate the point of reversal. The current study tested 12 kea parrots
in a MSR discrimination task either in a visual (V) or visuospatial (VS) setting on a touchscreen device. Each
MSR session had 40 trials with the reversal at trial 21. After 60 MSR sessions the birds did additional 8
sessions with a shifted reversal (alternatingly at trial 11, 21, or 31). Although not indispensable, spatial
information seemed helpful dealing with the MSR task. Preliminary analysis suggests a good approximation
to WSLSh in 6 birds (5 VS, 1 V), and RE in 4 birds (1 VS, 3 V). Two birds (V) consistently showed a side
preference before and reward-following after the reversal. In general birds kept their response patterns
when confronted with a shifted reversal task, two birds (1 VS, 1 V) changed from RE to WSLSh. Notably 6
birds (4 VS, 2 V; 5 WSLSh) had at least one of their sessions completely correct (40/40) within their 68
sessions tested. Raw data suggest that the birds switch strategies between sessions, which would resonate
with their playful and explorative nature.
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Associations among behavioural inhibition, ADHD, and personality in the domestic dog
B. Csibra (1), N. Bunford (1), Cs. Peták (1), M. Gácsi (1,2)
1) Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, 1117 Budapest, Pázmány P. sétány 1/C, Hungary.
2) MTA-ELTE Comparative Ethology Research Group, 1117 Budapest, Pázmány P. sétány 1/C, Hungary.

In humans, studies have shown important relationships among attention, behavioural disinhibition,
attention deficit / hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and personality. In the context of a Go/No-Go paradigm,
subjects are presented two types of stimuli, with one stimulus requiring that they exhibit a previously
learned behaviour (i.e., execution of a motor response: Go) and the other, requiring that they withhold this
previously learned behaviour (i.e., withholding a prepotent motor response: No-Go). Individual differences
in Go/No-Go task performance are associated with personality traits (i.e., extraversion, conscientiousness)
and with ADHD symptoms in humans. Our aim was to examine whether similar phenomena were observable
in family dogs.
We examined the associations between family dogs’ (N = 29) performance in a self-developed touchscreen
Go/No-Go test and their owner-rated inattention (IA) and hyperactivity-impulsivity (H/I) scores, and
dimensions of personality.
In Test 1, to test their error patterns (commission vs. omission errors), dogs were trained to poke the Go
stimulus on the screen with their nose and seeing the No-Go stimulus they had to withhold poking. In Test
2, in addition to the two basic stimuli (Go and No-Go), two ambivalent stimuli (same colour and different
shape or the reverse combination) were presented to allow for analysis of their choice strategies. In Test 3,
to examine dogs’ behavioural inhibition strategies we repeated Test 1 and 2 on a subsample with an
increased time interval between the stimulus onset and the reward. For evaluation, multiple multivariate
linear regression and Cox regression analysis were conducted.
A greater proportion of commission errors was associated with higher H/I scores (p = 0.047). Dogs with
higher conscientiousness and extraversion scores gave more Go responses to the ambivalent stimuli
(p = 0.022; p = 0.042). Greater confidence and extraversion were associated with shorter response latencies
(p = 0.048; p = 0.013), and greater openness with longer latencies (p = 0.005). Shorter latency in case of
commission errors was associated with higher IA scores (p = 0.049).
Most of the revealed associations among dogs’ performance, error patterns, personality, and ADHD data are
comparable to results obtained in human studies. Our findings support the plausibility of applying the dog
as a model for better understanding the associations between behavioural inhibition, personality, and
ADHD-like behaviours/symptoms.
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Acoustic signatures in Asian elephant high frequency vocalizations
V. Beeck(1), A. Stoeger(1)
1) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna.

Asian (Elephas maximus) and African elephants (Loxodonta africana) use individual distinct low frequency
“rumbles” (fundamental frequency < 20 Hz) to coordinate social interactions within their complex fissionfusion society. Both species’ repertoires also include high-pitched “trumpets”, but only Asian elephants
produce specific high-frequency vocalizations, termed “squeals” and “squeaks”. They are suggested to signal
arousal and to function as alarm signal to summon up conspecifics and/or as a submissive signal1. If so, we
predict acoustic variation among individuals in order to be identified by supportive bond partners. This was
studied by acoustic recordings and behavioural observations of captive Asian elephants (Nepal, N = 14). Only
four elephants produced “squeals” in the context of begging, avoidance in elephant-handler interactions and
alarm. Acoustic differences appeared among individuals and contexts. Only the latter triggered support and
consolation and only in bond partners, indicating that Asian elephants can perceive individual and contextdependent acoustic variation and react adequately. The study will include further data collection to enlarge
the sample size and questionnaires to the handlers on the elephant`s social status and social relationships
to comply the behavioural observations. In addition, we will investigate sound production using an acoustic
camera to visualize sound emission (oral or nasal).
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Dogs' ability to discriminate individual human voices
A. Gábor (1,2)*, N. Kaszás (1), M. Lovas (1), Á. Miklósi (1,3), T. Faragó (1),
A. Andics (1,2)
1) Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, H-1117 Budapest, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/C, Hungary.
2) MTA-ELTE ‘Lendület’ Neuroethology of Communication Research Group, Hungarian Academy of Sciences – Eötvös
Loránd University, H-1117 Budapest, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/C, Hungary.
3) MTA-ELTE Comparative Ethology Research Group, Hungarian Academy of Sciences – Eötvös Loránd University,
H-1117 Budapest, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/C, Hungary.

Humans and some animal species are able to identify unique individual voices. During domestication it
became inevitable for dogs to recognize some humans (e.g. the owner). Although even today little is known
about dogs’ ability to differentiate between people based on their voice, and the acoustic parameters which
play a main role in that.
Here, we hypothesized that the smaller distance between fundamental frequency of speakers leads to a
harder discrimination of individual human voices. Dogs had to find their hiding owner based on his/her prerecorded voice, in a two-way-choice task, during 12 test trials, compared to several unfamiliar (male/female)
voices. We encoded success and latency of choice.
According to our results, dogs chose their owner’s voice significantly more times than the unfamiliar voices,
which suggests that dogs are able to identify human voices. Fundamental frequency distance of speakers
had no effect on the success of choice, however it negatively correlated with the latency of choice, which
means that fundamental frequency plays a role in voice recognition in dogs, just as in humans.
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Investigating the central assumptions of the Relationship Intelligence Hypothesis at a
micro-evolutionary scale
R. Hooper (1), A. Thornton (1)
1) Department of Biosciences, Centre for Ecology and Conservation, University of Exeter

The Social Intelligence Hypothesis (SIH) suggests that the unpredictability of complex social environments
generates selection pressure for cognitive ability, and thus is a driver of the evolution of cognition. While
this hypothesis has garnered support in some taxa, in particular primates, it has not been explored in-depth
in birds. Some bird species have similar cognitive abilities to primates, yet often live in apparently less
complex social environments, dominated by socially monogamous pair-bonds rather than networks of
alliances. The Relationship Intelligence Hypothesis (RIH), a sub-branch of the SIH, posits that maintaining
long-term pair-bonds is cognitively demanding, and that the strength of the pair-bond itself is under positive
selection. Thus, the RIH suggests that cognition is indirectly under selection through its effect on pair-bond
strength. Two central assumptions of the RIH are that i) there is variation in pair-bond strength on which
selection can act, and ii) that pair-bond strength is under positive selection pressure. Here, I present my
methods to test the central assumptions of the RIH at a micro-evolutionary scale, by characterising pairbond variation and strength, and its effect on fitness, using long-term, fine-scale fitness and behavioural data
from a life-long monogamous bird, the jackdaw (Corvus moned).
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Investigation of hemispheric asymmetry in dogs; A sleep EEG measurement
V. Reicher (1), A. Vargáné Kis (2), M. Gácsi (3)
1) Eötvös Loránd Univerity, Department of Ethology; 1117 Budapest, Hungary.
2) Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience and Psychology; 1117 Budapest, Hungary.
3) MTA-ELTE Comparative Ethology Research Group; 1117 Budapest, Hungary.

We had a twofold aim: to investigate whether we can observe the first-night effect and asymmetrical
cerebral hemisphere activity during sleep in dogs.
According to the first-night effect, sleeping in a laboratory for the first time is accompanied with troubled
sleep.
Previous studies had reported small hemispheric asymmetry during sleep in humans. The novelty of the
environment also seems to affect the hemispheric lateralisation.
Family dog is adapted to the human environment that strengthens their comparability with humans. One of
our questions was whether in family dogs the first-night effect is present. We also analysed whether we can
observe lateralised brain activation during their afternoon sleep, and whether an increased lateralization of
the brain can be measured during the first sleep occasion, as in the case of humans; and whether the degree
of the asymmetry is affected by the novelty of the environment.
Family dogs (N = 14) were measured using non-invasive polysomnography on three occasions at the same
location. Two EEG electrodes were placed on the bones next to the eyes which allowed us to monitor the
hemispheric asymmetry of brain activity.
On family dogs we observed the first-night effect. Moreover, we detected left hemispheric predominance in
non-REM sleep during the first sleep cycle, in the first sleep occasion.
In our study we found that the new of the environment affects the macrostructure and the hemispheric
asymmetry of the dogs’ sleep in accordance with the human literature.
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Do dogs copy silly actions of only their owner?
L. Huber (1), N. Popovová (1), S. Riener (1), K. Salobir (1) & G. Cimarelli (1)
1) University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Messerli Research Institute, Vienna, Austria.

While humans do show overimitation, the faithful copying of causally irrelevant actions, not a single of the
many tested great apes over-imitated. Since this form of imitation is motivated by social factors, we
hypothesized that domesticated and enculturated dogs are more likely to copy such actions than apes,
especially if shown by their caregiver.
Indeed, half of the subjects replicated a causally irrelevant action. About the same number of dogs did this,
whether they saw only this action demonstrated or before/after a causally relevant action. This means that
the demonstration of a causally relevant action does not inhibit the copying of an action that is spatially
separated and functionally opaque. We concluded that dogs, that spontaneously copied both actions, have
done so because they understood the situation as a social game, rather than to solve physical/causal
problems. As the overall copying frequency in this study was low, these results are suggestive evidence for
overimitation in dogs and challenge the human uniqueness of overimitation.
However, the results left us with only more questions. We started wondering whether the affiliation behind
the imitation is due to the dog’s domestication, or due to their bond to the owner, therefore we decided to
expand the study and test the dogs with a nonfamiliar person in the same testing conditions. As the causal
relevancy is a crucial factor, we have also decided to test the dogs’ understanding of the “relevant action”
with an additional group, tested both by their caregiver and by an unfamiliar person.
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Coping with photophobia using exposure to light in migraine – an fMRI study
T. S. Aslan (1,2), S. Seidel (2), A. Amini (1,2), M. Manecke (2), A. Szelenyi (2), E. Matt (1,2) P. R. Martin (3), C.
Wöber (2), R. Beisteiner (1,2)
1) Medical University of Vienna/Department of Neurology, Clinical fMRI Study Group-High Field MR Center, Vienna,
Austria.
2) Medical University of Vienna/Department of Neurology, Vienna, Austria.
3) Griffith University, School of Applied Psychology, Brisbane, Australia.

Photophobia is the most prevalent symptom of migraine attacks. Migraine patients are typically advised to
avoid exposure to triggers to prevent attacks. However, it has been shown that photosensitivity may be
decreased in some patients via prolonged exposure, possibly due to an adaptive learning mechanism. This
study was set up to test repeated exposure to flashing light as an intervention against photophobia.
A) 8 migraine patients without aura (mean age: 30, 1-4 attacks/month). B) 10 healthy subjects (mean age:
24), no family history of migraine. In both groups depression and anxiety were ruled out. In a crossover
design, participants were randomly assigned to either flashing light exposure ("Flash") or light deprivation
("Dark") as a starting condition, each consisting of 1 h/d intervention over a 1-week period. Each participant
underwent an fMRI scan at baseline and one day after the last day of each intervention. fMRI data were
collected using a 3T SIEMENS PRISMA system with a 64-channel head coil. Using a within-subject approach
we compared the contrasts from the sessions following the Flash and the Dark conditions. Comparisons Flash
vs. Baseline and Dark vs. Baseline were also performed.
Habituation to flash was found in 6 out of 10 healthy subjects and 1 out of 8 patients. 3/8 patients showed
a habituation deficit, in line with previous literature. These 3 patients showed an activation drop during Dark,
indicating a normalization of hyperactive visual cortex during Dark.
Our results support that migraine patients may benefit from an exposure to flashing light.
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Don’t move! – Training dogs to conduct fMRI studies while they are awake
S. Karl (1), M. Boch (2), C. Lamm (2) & L. Huber (1)
1) Comparative Cognition, Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Medical University
of Vienna, University of Vienna, 1210 Vienna, Austria.
2) Social, Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience Unit Department of Basic Psychological Research and Research
Methods University of Vienna, Austria.

Canines became the second main non-human model of social cognition besides primates. After genetic,
behavioural and physiological examinations, studying their brain activity is an important step forward. To
date, dogs are the only non-human mammal that can be trained to voluntarily enter an fMRI scanner. This
enables researchers to conduct cognitive tasks and to simultaneously examine their brain processes in a noninvasive, unrestrained way.
To achieve this, we used a positive shaping process, ensuring that dogs were relaxed during scanning. For
the dogs’ pre-training we used a mock scanner, equipped with a moving table, loudspeakers and a screen in
front. First, we trained 15 dogs to stay motionless in a prone position, with their heads in a mock human
knee coil and to lay down on the patient table. Then the table was slowly moved into the mock scanner bore.
During the pre-training the volume of different fMRI playback sounds was slowly increased over several
sessions. To protect the dogs from the noise they learned to wear human ear plugs. Next, the dogs were
shaped to keep their heads still in the mock coil while watching videos. When they performed well they
advanced to training in the real fMRI scanner (Siemens Skyra, 3T). In several (2-6) sessions (once per week)
the dogs could explore the room and equipment, and then training proceeded as was done with the mock
scanner.
These applied methods resulted in dogs that performed well in the scanner, lying relaxed and motionless for
up to 10 minutes, but still attentive to the visual stimuli.
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Cross-cultural differences in people's attitude toward free-ranging dogs. An exploratory
study.
L. Secker (1,2), K. Tondos (1,3), F. Range (1), M. Lazzaroni (1), S. Marshall-Pescini (1)
1) Domestication Lab, Konrad Lorenz Institute of Ethology, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna.
2) Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf.
3) Jagiellonian University, Kraków.

During observational data collection in southern Morocco we observed cross- and within-cultural differences
in people's behaviours towards stray and owned dogs. Locals and tourists expressed a vast range of attitudes
towards the free-ranging dogs. These differences might affect the relationship formed between people and
dogs, shape the experience within the dyadic interaction, and therefore shape the dogs' behaviour. We
developed a novel questionnaire to investigate cross-cultural differences and demographic factors
potentially affecting attitudes and behaviours towards dogs, in rural and touristic areas around Agadir. To
create a heterogeneous sample in regards to the above mentioned criteria, as well as, the level of knowledge
about, and commitment towards dogs, we conducted the questionnaires with a sample of randomly chosen
tourists (n = 30), locals of rural areas (n=30), and locals expressing warmth and commitment towards dogs
(n = 12). Following Blouin's (2013) suggestion of "symbolic cultural constructs internalized by social
interaction" and the possible influence of ethnic, regional, and socioeconomic variation (Wan et al. 2009) we
conducted logistic regressions with demographic variables as independent variables and the results of the
scales on attitudes and behaviours towards dogs as dependent variables.
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Breed differences and effect of early environment on social behaviour in dog puppies
R., Lenkei (1), Á., Pogány (1), C., Fugazza (1)
1) Department of Ethology, Biological Institute, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary.

Most of the actual knowledge on the effect of dog (Canis familiaris) puppies’ early rearing environment
proved that early experiences markedly affect the adult dog’s behaviour. However, the subjects involved in
those experiments were laboratory dogs, thus they were scarcely representative of the pet dog population.
We hypothesized that systematic investigation on family dogs would allow detecting environmental
variables affecting puppies’ social behaviour towards humans. We collected data about the rearing
environment and tested 8-week-old dog puppies (N = 109) from two breeds, Labrador and Czechoslovakian
wolf dog, before they were adopted, in a battery of tests designed to represent typical situations of their
lives with humans. We report here 3 tests of a longer test battery: 1) Object choice test 2) Recall test 3) Hold
and pet test. While Czechoslovakian wolf dogs were more likely to approach the experimenter in the recall
test, Labradors spent more time close to her in the hold and pet test. In the object choice test,
Czechoslovakian wolf dogs were more likely to interact with the toy and explore the area. Environmental
variables also had an effect on the puppies’ behaviour in the tests: puppies separated from the mother spent
more time interacting with toys and puppies housed in a kennel spent more time close to the Experimenter.
These results provide evidence of early effect of environmental variables on dog puppies’ behaviour and also
highlight breed differences. Whether these differences are due to different developmental patterns and/or
to differences in behavioural predispositions remains to be explored.
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Measuring relationships: behavioural and endocrine correlates of bondedness in packliving dogs and wolves
G. Wirobski (1), F. Range (1), T. Deschner (2), F. Schaebs (2), S. Marshall-Pescini (1)
1) Wolf Science Center, Domestication Lab, Konrad-Lorenz-Institute for Ethology, University of Veterinary Medicine
Vienna.
2) Department of Primatology, Max-Planck-Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig.

The hyper-sociability hypothesis (HSH) suggests that during domestication dogs became more inclined to
interact with conspecifics and humans, and several studies have proposed that changes in the oxytocin (OT)
system may be involved in this process. We assessed whether dogs and wolves differ in their affiliative
interactions towards humans of varying ‘bondedness’ and the corresponding OT release. Based on the HSH
we predicted that dogs would interact more than wolves with any human partner whereas wolves would
seek physical contact preferably with humans with whom they have a strong bond. We expected higher
levels of OT after the interaction with the bonded than the familiar partner in both species but a more distinct
difference in wolves. We tested 11 hand-raised pack-living dogs and 10 equally raised and kept wolves in a
within subject design comprising the following conditions: familiar human, bonded human, and two control
conditions. The humans spend 5 minutes engaging in body contact with the animal, which was free to
approach or leave at any point. Urine was collected one hour later. Hormonal analysis is underway and will
be reported at the conference. Analysis of the behavioural data shows that all dogs but only 7 out of 10
wolves interacted with both human partners. Although no species by condition, sex, or species effect
emerged, there was a strong effect of condition with animals spending significantly longer engaging with the
bonded than the familiar partner. This shows a strong preference for the bonded partner in both species.
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Occurrence of compulsive behaviour among shelter dogs in Bosnia & Herzegovina
M. Pandža (1), S. Pandža (2)
1) University of Mostar, Department of Psychology.
2) University of Mostar, Department of Speech Therapy.

The expression of behavioural indications of anxiety has been demonstrated among specific breeds of dogs
(huskies, pointers) when approached by an unfamiliar observer (Overall et al, 1999). Such anxiety-like
responses are characterized by increased heart rate, respiration, blunted cortisol response and behavioural
withdrawal. Caged stereotypy, marked by animal's stress and frustration after confinement in impoverished
environment, has been demonstrated in a variety of wild, domestic and farm animals Dantzer & Mormede,
1984; Rushen, 1984).
The aim was to compare prevalence of compulsive behaviours among shelter dogs regarding their status –
formerly stray; relinquished. A total of 112 shelter dogs from three shelters in Mostar, Bosnia & Herzegovina
were observed. Compulsive behaviours were assessed by “Unfamiliar observer test” and Welfare
Assessment Protocol for Shelter dogs (Barnard et al, 2014). The test took place at the shelters, while the
dogs were in their pens. A volunteer, formerly unfamiliar to the dog, would stand still in front of a pen (2
meters away) for 30 seconds, while three independent observers (Psychology students) scored dog's
behaviour on the WA Protocol. Behaviour was considered to be “compulsive” if all observers' assessments
were in accordance. Additionally, staff/volunteers gave information about dogs’ arrival to the shelter – stray,
relinquished, shelter born.
Results indicate high prevalence of compulsive behaviours among shelter observed shelter dogs, dominantly
related to active repetitive (pacing, wall bounce) behaviours. Frequency of specific compulsive behaviours
between former stray and relinquished shelter dogs is furthermore discussed within stationary/pacing
dichotomy.
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Long-term memory of artificial predators in common ravens (Corvus corax)
C. Blum (1), T. Fitch (1), T. Bugnyar (1)
1) Department of Cognitive Biology, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

Mobbing is a common predator-response behaviour among birds. Learning about novel threats allows
individuals to adapt this behaviour to new threats. Previous studies showed wild American crows to be
capable of remembering newly introduced artificial predators on a long-term basis.
We used a similar approach on another member of the corvid family, the common raven. Two groups of
captive non-breeders (n = 16) were exposed to masked humans subsequently walking past the aviary. The
"predator mask" was carrying a dead raven, while the "control mask" was not. After four initial training
presentations all following presentations were conducted without the dead raven over a time span of six
years. We were interested in i) how quickly the ravens would start to mob the predator mask, ii) how long
they would display mobbing selectively and iii) how their performance might be influenced by social
dynamics. Our results indicate a quick learning process and a long-term fidelity. Type of raising, kin and
dominance status influenced the birds' participation in mobbing. ln a second study, we investigated the
mobbing performance of a group of naïve ravens (n = 10) that arrived one year after the initial training phase.
The aviary layout permitted the new arrivals to observe the group response of their trained neighbours,
providing valuable information on both masks and giving opportunity for cultural transmission. Similarities
and differences in mobbing responses between trained and naÏve birds will be discussed.
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"Do I know you?" Categorising humans on the basis of familiarity
E. Suwandschieff (1), L. Kreuzer (1), K. Kull (1), Raoul Schwing (1)
1) Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna.

The ability to recognise different individuals can be of great importance for survival as it allows animals to
make more informed decisions on interacting with their surrounding (Tibbetts and Dale 2007).
Categorisation of individuals requires the use of conceptual familiarity, which goes beyond mere perceptual
features and is considered higher order learning (Wilkinson, Specht and Huber, 2010). Most research
concerning conceptual familiarity has focused on conspecifics. Ecological need might, however, necessitate
and consequently facilitate individual recognition among heterospecifics (Stephan, Wilkinson and Huber,
2012). Applying familiarity as a discriminative feature to heterospecific recognition is very useful, not only
for predator avoidance but also, for captive animals in regular contact with human beings.
Recognition of individual human beings has rarely been tested on populations of captive lab animals,
noteworthy exception are the pigeon studies (Wilkinson, Specht and Huber, 2010; Stephan, Wilkinson and
Huber, 2012, 2013). To address this gap 12 individuals from a kea (Nestor notabilis) flock, housed at the
Research Station Haidlhof in Bad Vöslau are being tested. Kea have shown the ability to apply picture-object
recognition, hence can infer the correlation between real life referents and 2D representations, which makes
them ideal test subjects (Wein, Gajdon and Schwing, 2015). The objective of this study is to verify whether
kea can apply conceptual familiarity to discriminate between familiar and unfamiliar human faces in a twochoice discrimination task on the touchscreen.
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Lateralization in show-jumping performance of top sport horses
K. Ničová (1, 2), J. Bartošová (1)
1) Department of Ethology, Institute of Animal Science, Prague, Czech Republic.
2) Department of Husbandry and Ethology, Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic.

Show-jumping is one of the most popular equestrian disciplines. In study we investigated lateralised
behavioural patterns in a show-jumping performance of horses during Western European League, a part of
Longines FEI World cup (2017/2018). Data about the performance of 144 riders and 222 horses were
obtained from video records available on FEI TV (https://tv.fei.org) and Fédération Equestre Internationale
website. Thirteen competitions were running in indoor arenas over different types of obstacles (height 140
– 160 cm) within European countries. Each competition consisted of the first round (15 – 17 obstacles) and
jump off round (8 – 10 obstacles). Obstacles (9114) were categorized as spread (51.70 %) and vertical (48.30
%). Each obstacle was determined either as left-handed (52.36 %) or right-handed (47.64 %). Obstacles in
line (2824) were sorted according to first obstacles of line as left or right handed. Total fault rate was 7.85
%. There was found an overall trend to make mistake more often on the left-handed obstacles (8.31 %) than
right-handed jumps (6.96 %; χ2(1) = 5.61, P < 0.02) also confirmed by logistic regression analyse type of
GzLMM with respect to repeated measures on the same horses (F(9085, 1) = 5.80, P < 0.02, PROC GLIMMIX,
SAS). On the population level, results showed a higher probability of dropping the pole from left-handed
jumps. In conclusion, we suggest that jumping performance is influenced by lateralization, perhaps a brain
lateralization. But further research about motor and sensory lateralization in horses and riders is needed.
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Should I Stay, or Should I Go? Sika Deer Presence and Spreading in the Western Czech
Republic
L. Saggiomo (1), F. Picone(2), M. Ježek (1)
1) Dept. of Game Management and Wildlife Biology, Czech University of Life Science Prague.
2) Department of Science and Technology, Parthenope University of Naples, Centro Direzionale - Isola C4 (80143)
Napoli – Italy.

The Sika deer (Cervus nippon) is an important member of the native fauna in Eastern Asia, introduced in
most of the countries in Western, Central, and Eastern Europe. Today, Sika are considered to be among the
most invasive introduced species in Europe and are a commonly hunted game species around the world. In
the Czech Republic, the hunting of the rutting male deer has deep cultural roots and is a part of the hunting
tradition. Currently, the knowledge about the status of the Sika deer in Czech Republic is very poor and
understudied. Specifically, very little is known about Sika's way of spreading and the possible relations with
the structure of the landscape. The goal of this study is to increase the amount of information and widen the
knowledge on the topic through both the analysis of the data available, yet not counted, and the collection
of new data. So far, the analysis of the 901 hunting areas has allowed us to better understand on which land
covers the animals got harvested the most and to verify the role of the hunting pressure in the shifting of
habitat from wild areas to urban centres. From these analyses we will begin inferring the possible presence
of ecological barriers and corridors among the different populations. This study will represent the starting
point for the investigation of the behavioural responses triggered by the hunting pressure on Sika deer.
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Impact of Pre-gestational Stress on Spatial Memory and Anxiety-like Behaviour of Adult
Offspring
K. Csatlosova (1,2), K. Belovicova (1,2), E. Bögi (1), M. Dubovicky (1)
1) Centre of Experimental Medicine, Institute of Experimental Pharmacology and Toxicology, Slovak Academy of
Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak Republic.
2) Department of Pharmacology, Jessenius Faculty of Medicine, Comenius University, Martin, Slovak Republic.

Numerous preclinical and clinical studies have shown that depression during pregnancy is associated with
impaired neurobehavioral and physiological changes of offspring. There is a higher risk of preterm delivery,
low birth weight, irritability and prematurity of the new-born. Clinical studies suggest that children who had
experienced excessive stress during gestation have higher rates of cognitive, social and mood disorders later
in childhood and during adolescence. However, there is increasing evidence that even depression prior
pregnancy can cause long-term consequences on the offspring development. Therefore, the aim of our
present study was to investigate the effect of chronic stress prior gestation on the offspring. To do this,
female Wistar rats were subjected to two-week chronic unpredictable stress induced by random stressors.
Adult offspring were then tested in the elevated plus-maze to evaluate anxiety-like behaviour and in Y-maze
to detect spatial memory impairments. Subsequently, hippocampal neurogenesis was investigated by
immunohistochemistry essay using doublecortin staining. Results of our current study showed that stress
prior to gestation impaired spatial memory learning and increased anxiety-like behaviour of adult offspring.
Moreover, offspring of the stressed mothers have shown lowered hippocampal neurogenesis compared to
control. Our results suggest that even stress prior to gestation can have significant impact on behaviour and
hippocampal neurogenesis of adult offspring.
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Eye wrinkle expression in horses – possible influencing factors
L. Schanz (1,2), K. Krüger (2,3), S. Hintze (1)
1) Division of Livestock Sciences, University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna, AT.
2) Nuertingen - Geislingen University for Applied Sciences, DE.
3) University of Regensburg, DE.

Eye wrinkles above the horses’ eyeball are caused by contraction of the inner eyebrow raiser. They are more
pronounced when a horse is in pain and certain aspects of this expression are influenced by emotion.
However, other factors might affect eye wrinkle expression as well. The aim of this study was therefore to
investigate if age, gender, breed type and body condition score (BCS) of a horse systemically affect eye
wrinkle expression. To this end, pictures of both eyes of 181 horses were taken in a calm environment and
three pictures per eye were randomly selected for scoring. Eye wrinkle expression was assessed using six
response variables: overall impression of how pronounced the wrinkles are, number of wrinkles, angle of
the highest wrinkle in relation to a horizontal line through the eyeball, wrinkles’ markedness, extent to which
the eyebrow was pulled upwards, and shape of the eyelid. Moreover, the BCS was evaluated for each horse
on the nine-point-scale. To assess the effect of age, gender, breed type and BCS (fixed effects) on the
different aspects of eye wrinkle expression, (generalised) linear effects and logistic regression models were
used with dependencies reflected in the random effects (eye side nested in horse nested in farm). None of
the fixed effects had a statistical meaningful influence on any of the response variables. We conclude that
the eye wrinkle expression in horses is independent from a horse’s inherent characteristics age, gender and
breed type, and its BCS.
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Physiological values of the domestic dog during sleep
H. Eleőd (1), A. Bálint (1), V. Reicher (4), B. Ferdinandy (1), A. Kis (2), M. Gácsi (1,3)
1) Eötvös Loránd University, Institute of Biology, Department of Ethology, Budapest, Hungary.
2) Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience and Psychology, Budapest, Hungary.
3) MTA-ELTE Comparative Ethology Research Group, Budapest, Hungary.
4) Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Department of Cognitive Science, Budapest, Hungary.

The dog (Canis familiaris) is the species that lives closest to human society and although we know a lot about
its behaviour and cognitive skills, we still don’t have a systematic review of its physiological activity during
sleeping. Polysomnography is a method developed to examine the human subject’s different physiological
values – such as his heart rate, breathing pattern and brain activity – simultaneously, which was adapted to
dogs and validated by Kis et al. in 2014. We used this novel, non-invasive method to measure the sleeping
activity of family dogs during a 3-hour long session, map the sleep’s macro-structure and rate their
physiological values during the different sleeping phases (wake, drowsiness, non-REM, REM). While
examining our records we have found that dogs show higher heart rate and faster respiratory activity during
wakefulness, and their heart rate variability is lower during drowsiness than in the other sleeping phases.
This study is also the first analytic report of the dog’s physiological values during sleep measured with noninvasive methods.
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Project #StressEat: Dietary behaviour under acute stress
C. Fahrngruber (1), J. König (1), K. Duszka (1)
1) Department of Nutritional Sciences, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.

Eating behaviour is conditioned by the interplay of various physiological and psychological factors. From an
evolutionary perspective, a complex regulation of food intake reflecting changes in environment and lifestyle
is crucial to survival. However, this complicates the analysis, predictability and reproducibility of nutritional
behaviour. In principle, a distinction is made between short-term and long-term control circuits, which act
either orexigen (appetite stimulating) or anorexigen (appetite inhibiting).
One of different orexigenic short-term regulations is thought to be stimulated by acute stress. The only
known appetite stimulating hormone is called ghrelin. It is produced in the body’s periphery and maintains
numerous interfaces with the body’s stress control within the hypothalamus.
The aim of project #StressEat was to combine measurements on physiological and psychological levels to
gain an integral insight into hunger regulation. A short-term psychosocial stressor was induced, and active
ghrelin, cortisol, and heart rate were measured in healthy, male participants (n=16). While cortisol and heart
rate responded to the applied stressor, effects on ghrelin, and hunger and satiety feelings did not appear to
be affected by it. In addition, eating behaviour and mood were not related to cortisol or ghrelin response.
Other mechanisms, than those measured in our study are therefore responsible for the control of ghrelin
and appetite during short-term stress.
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A behaviour test to detect age-related decline of stimulus-responsiveness in dogs
Zs. Bognár (1*), P. Piotti (1*), D. Szabó (1), L. Le Nézet (1,2), E. Kubinyi (1)
*) These authors contributed equally to this work.
1) Senior Family Dog Project, Department of Ethology, Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary.
2) UFR Sciences of Life and Environment, Université de Rennes, France.

Sensory decline is a strong confounder for cognitive decline in senior dogs. Existing instrumental tests are
uncomfortable for the dog, while non-invasive tests only inform about the presence or absence of function,
thus none can be used routinely to assess partial sensory decline. We designed short behaviour tests which
do not require pretraining and compared them to the veterinary tests and owners’ opinions. We tested 51
dogs (10.5 ± 2.46 years). Auditory test: clap test (clapping at different distances from the dog), recorded
sound test (RecTest; observing the dogs’ reactions to 6 sounds). Vision test: vision acuity test (VAT; a food
item was placed at various distances for the dogs to find it), obstacle test (OBS; dogs walked across an
obstacle course to reach their owner). Spearman rho test showed a positive correlation between the owner’s
assessment and the auditory test (r = 0.533, p = 0.028). A positive correlation was found between the
veterinary exam scores and the vision test (r = 0.767, p = 0.028). Ordinal regression models showed that, in
the RecTest (p < 0.001), younger dogs performed better (p < 0.001) and that the sounds influenced the
response (p = 0.004); in the OBS (p < 0.001), luminosity (p < 0.001) and age (p < 0.001) influenced the
performance. In the VAT, dogs’ performance decreased with increasing distances (GLMM; p < 0.001). Our
non-invasive behaviour tests are informative for the assessment of responsiveness to auditory and visual
stimuli in dogs and do not require pre-training. After validation these tests could be used for routine
screening of sensory functions in a wide range of settings. Funding: ERC680040, Bolyai Scholarship by HAS.
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Study of the ring dove multicomponent courtship signal by integrated audio-video
analysis
C. Mitoyen (1), C. V. Quigley (2), L. Fusani (1)
1) Department of Cognitive Biology; University of Vienna.
2) Konrad Lorenz Institute of Ethology; University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna.

During courtship, single signals occurring in different sensory modalities can be combined into complex
multimodal signals. Most research on sexual selection has focused on the effects of certain types of male
courtship on female preferences and very few on the structure of the courtship signal itself. The effects of
variation in courtship signal component parameters (velocity, duration or frequency for example) on female
response is not well researched.
Additionally, recent studies have shown that the response to a complex signal is typically not additive,
stressing the fact that information might be contained in the interaction between different components. In
the ring dove (Streptopelia risoria), males court females with a simple stereotyped multi-sensory display,
composed of a visual part: the bow (male bends towards the ground facing the female) and an acoustic part:
the coo-call. This makes the ring dove an interesting model species to assess the function of different
components of a multimodal signal, as well as the possible information contained in the interaction between
those components. We developed an experimental setup to video and audio record male courtship and
female associated response. We then used software to semi-automatically track body movement and
vocalisations of both males and females. We found that males differ regarding specific components of their
multimodal courtship, and that those inter-individual variations trigger differential behavioural response in
females. Further experiments using this approach will help us to understand the prevalence of multimodal
signals and the complex interaction between signal components in the context of courtship communication.
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Temporal Stability of intraspecific Relationships in Pet dogs
S. Ausserwöger (1), G. Cimarelli (1,2), S. Marshall-Pescini (1,2)
1) Comparative Cognition, Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Medical University
of Vienna, University of Vienna, Veterinärplatz 1, 1210 Vienna, Austria.
2) Wolf Science Centre, Messerli Research Institute, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Medical University of
Vienna, University of Vienna, Veterinärplatz 1, 1210 Vienna, Austria.

Persisting affiliative relationships have several benefits for social animals, though they can be adapted to
changes in the social environment (Borgeaud et al. 2017). Research on domestic dogs has shown that they
form differentiated intraspecific relationships (Trisko et al. 2016), but studies on the temporal stability of
these bonds are lacking. Anecdotal evidence indicates a vulnerability to outbreaks of aggression that are
likely to happen when the group composition changes. In a previously developed paradigm consisting of an
exploration of an outdoor enclosure, a separation-reunion test and a novel object test (called “relationship
test”), the relationship of pet dog dyads could be characterized based on affiliation and social referencing
(Cimarelli et al., submitted). The aim of the present study was to gain insight into the temporal stability of
intraspecific relationships between pet dogs in the short and long-term and to investigate whether stability
is influenced by changes in group composition. We were able to confirm the reliability of the relationship
test paradigm and detected consistency in the dogs’ social behaviour characterizing their relationships over
short time-periods (2 months). Over the long-term (3 years), the intraspecific relationships were highly
dynamic, which could not be explained by group composition changes. It is likely that the relationships were
affected by several factors. To sum up, the relationship test still is a favourable tool to assess individual bonds
in pet dogs and may be used to further investigate the factors affecting relationship stability and dynamics
over longer time periods.
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